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ABSTRACT

The decay process K ' + Apv has been studied in a wire chamber

experiment using the three-degree K ' beam at SLAC.  A sample of 26,500

KU3 events have been identified to obtain information on the form

factors ft associated with the 1-A hfpothesis for this decay. Express-

ing the energy dependence of the form factors as f  = ft (0) (1+X q2/%2),

where q2 = (PK - P )2, the experiment yields the value X  = 0.08 1 0.01

and reveals a strong coupling between A_ and 4(0) = f_(0)/f (0),
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Leptonic decays of the K meson have excited great experimental and theo-

retical interest for several years.  By studying the features of K#3 and Ke3

decays, one can shed light on such questions as the V-A theory of weak inter-

actions, the AI = 1/2 rule, and u-e universality.  The matrix element for

these decays depends on form factors which describe the strong interaction at

the  K-a  vertex.   r uch  of the experimental effort  has been focused  on the deter-

mination of the values of these form factors and the nature of their variation

in q2 = (PK-P )2.  The KU3 decay is particularly suited to such a determina-

tion, but a variety of experiments has yielded inconclusive results.
(1)

We report here on a Dalitz plot analysis of 26,500 K .9 + Auv decays

obtained in a wire chamber experiment performed in the 3' beam at the Stan-

ford Linear Accelerator Center.- This represents an order of magnitude increase

in statistics over a previous experiment studying the KV3 Dalitz plot.(2)  A

schematic of the apparatus is shown in Eig. 1. K  decays occurred in a 1

meter decay volume bounded by an anti-coincidence counter upstream and a time

of flight counter downstream.  The directions of charged decay products were

measured in a set of 1 meter x 1 meter  magnetostrictive wire chambers. Tracks

were subsequently momentum analyzed in a 10.5 kilogauss-meter magnet and a

second set of 2 meter x 1 meter wire chambers. The spark chamber trigger

consisted of a count in the time of flight counter in coincidence with counts

from two charged particles in an array of trigger counters downstream from the

rear chamber package and in anti-coincidence with the counter defining the up-

stream edge of the decay volume.  This trigger produced an average Dalitz plot

efficiency of 33% with a maximum of 56% and a minimum of  20% in any 20 i e V  by

20 1 eV bin averaged over the beam momentum spectrum. Electron identification

was provided by shower counters consisting of lead-scintillator sandwiches;

muons were identified by their ability to penetrate 19" of lead and an addi-

tional 5" of steel. Information from the lepton identifiers was recorded on
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magnetic tape for each event, but was not used in the spark chamber trigger.

The experiment was  on line  to an IBf  1800 computer,

The initial geometrical reconstruction yielded a sample of 300,000

events in all decay modes in which two particles of opposite charge were ob-

served to traverse the wire chamber spectrometer.  Candidates for K#3 decays

were selected by requiring that only one member of the pair trigger the muon

counters, that the muon counter firing agree with the prediction from the re-

constructed trajectory, that the shower counters struck by both members of

the pair exhibit pulse heights below a pre-determined value, and that the

pair originate from a vertex within the decay volume.  The principal back-

grounds remaining after these requirements come from pions leaking through the

lead-steel absorber and from A + pv decays in flight.  Estimates of these two

effects yield contaminations of 5.5%and 2.4% due to,the · '37r mode.

The final sample of 26,500 KE 3 decays was obtained by imposing a cut on

the transverse momentum of each charged track requiring it to be less than the

maximum  of  216 Y e V/c allowed  for this decay. In addition, the total trans-

verse momentum of the charged pair was required to be consistent with the decay

of  a  K   into  a Au system  with the observed invariant  mass.

As a check of the overall selection procedure, (p' )2, the square of the

longitudinal K  momentum in the longitudinal rest frame of the charged pair

has been calculated for the entire data sample.  The resulting distribution is

shown  in  Fig.   2.    The  peak at negative  (p.'  ) 2  is  due  to  Ke3  and Kl.13
decays;

the peak just above zero is due to the K  + * 1-7r' decay mode. The cross-

hatched histogram represents the data which survived the Ku3 selection cri-

teria, The dotted curve shows the prediction  of  a M onte Carlo calculation,

We point out that approximately one-half of the possible K decays that
37r

could feed through to this sample were eliminated because the photon from the
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A' decay was detected by the shower counters.  However, the 7.7% K   contamin-37r

ation remains in this data sample and we are forced to make further cuts on the

data to reduce this percentage.  Although a restriction requiring (p' )2 to be

3
less than -7 x 10  MeV/c would eliminate this K contamination such a cut also

37T

eliminates approximately 50% of the events in the region of the Dalitz plot

where T  + Tu < 100 MeV.  This is the region which is most critical to the de-

termination of the form factors and therefore most critical to preserve.

Due to the high average momentum of the K  beam, the time of flight infor-

mation was not used. This resulted in the well-known 0-c fit ambiguity for the

beam momentum for a given event, and therefore, each event is doubly plotted.

This ambiguity and the experimental efficiency have been folded into the theo-

retical predictions by means of a Monte Carlo calculation.  The incident beam

momentum distribution has been determined in this experiment from a measurement

(3)
of K2 - Kl regeneration from copper, and has been discussed elsewhere   .  The

kaon momentum of accepted events ranges from 3 to 12 GeV/c with an average of

5  GeV/c.

We have further cut these data by requiring that the two solutions for

the decay lie in the same 20 MeV x 20 MeV bin in the Dalitz plot.  This require-

ment reduces our sample size to 16,454 events but further suppresses the K3*

contamination to·the 4.0% level.  Thus we need make no restriction on (p' )2

which preferentially suppresses part of the Dalitz plot.  The Dalitz plot for

this "unambiguous" sample is shown in Fig, 3a.  Fig. 3b shows the projection

on the T and T axes and the results of our fit to these.data.
A            u

Assumptions of parity.conservation at the K-1 vertex and the dominance

of the V-A form of the weak interaction at the £-v vertex (where £ =e o r y)

leads to a matrix element for K decays of the folldwing form :£3

M n, I (PK+Plr)vgyw(1+75)wv] f+(q2) + [mjlw£(1-1.75)11\,] f-(q2)
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2
where f  and f_, the strong interaction form factors, are functions of q  =+

(p  - p )2   Since the term involving f_(q2) in IM12 will be proportional to the
K        A

square  of the lepton  mass,  it is evident  that  only  K 3 decays are capable  o f

probing this form factor.  The first order expansion of the form factors given

by
ft(q2) = fi(0) [1+ Aj:q2/M ]

f_ (0)
4(0) =

f (0)

has been used in fitting the Dalitz plot.  Fig. 4 presents the X2 contours for

X  and 4(0) in the plane X_ = 0.  We obtain

A  = 0.090 + 0.002 )
and for X  = 0.))-

4(0) = -.680        )
+0.12
-0.20

The errors are statistical only.  Table 1 shows the trend of the fit as A_ is

(4)varipa,  A.strong coupling beLween X_ and <(U) is seen; the X2 function    is

relatively flat so that X  is not well determined. The minimum X occurs at2

A_ = -0.15 and 4(0) = -2.56 even though this value cannot be considered as

serious because of the flat X2.  Choosing X_ equal to A , we find <(0)= -0.26.

In conclusion, X  is well determined.  We find

A =0.08 + 0.0 +

4(0) and X_ are strongly coupled as shown in Table I.  Electromagnetic cor-

rections have not been applied to the data since at this statistical level they

(5)
are of the order of magnitude of the statistical error.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the wire spark chamber spectrometer used for the

study of K  decays.

Eig. 2  (p'o)2 plot for all decays and for the sample labeled
K113 (cross-

hatched area).  Monte  Carlo generated Kw3 decays are shown as a

dashed line.

Pig.   3     (a)  Ko  + *wv Dalitz  plot  for the unambiguous events.

(b) Projections of the Dalitz plot on the Tu and T  axes.  The best7T

fit to the total Dalitz plot is shown as a dashed curve.

Fig. 4 X2 contours for the data, showing the contours and fitted values in

the X_ = 0 plane.  This figure illustrates statistical errors only.
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TABLE I

A-, 4(0), A , and X2 for the unambiguous sample of 16,454 events

(128 degrees of freedom)

1                   4(0)                A                      2X-                                            +

-0.30 -0.12 0.07 238

-0.25 -0.08 0.07 238

-0.20 -0.96 0.06 234

-0.15 -2.56 0.07 231

-0.10 -1.48 0.08 233

-0.05 -0.68 0.08 234

-0.00 -0.68 .09 2360
+0.05 -0.28 0.08 237

+0.10 -0.24 0.08 237
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